Joint Call for Papers: EATAW 2019
The tenth EATAW conference offers two publication opportunities: a conference issue of the
Journal of Academic Writing (JoAW) containing articles and shorter pieces, and a WAC
Clearinghouse book comprised of full-length chapters and reflections. This second call offers
some additional detail and minor revision compared to the call distributed in July, 2019.

JoAW conference issue
Selected papers from the EATAW 2019 conference will be published in a special issue of JoAW,
EATAW’s international, peer-reviewed journal that focuses on the teaching, tutoring, researching,
administration and development of academic writing in higher education in Europe:
https://publications.coventry.ac.uk/index.php/joaw. JoAW is relevant to teachers, scholars, and
programme managers across disciplines and across the world who are interested in conducting,
debating and learning from research into best practices in the teaching of writing. This issue will be
guest edited by Magnus Gustafsson and Andreas Eriksson (Chalmers University of Technology,
Sweden), with support from Lisa Ganobcsik-Williams and George Ttoouli (Coventry University,
England).
EATAW 2019 presenters only may submit scholarly papers for consideration. Submissions should
follow the general submission guidelines and be in the form of a 5,000-word journal article
(excluding references and graphics). They should reflect the themes and content covered in your
conference presentation. Papers can be theoretical, empirical, or experience-based, but must offer
an explicit original contribution, refer to existing debates or issues, and demonstrate an appropriate
methodology or approach.
Shorter pieces appropriate for the following journal sections are also welcome:
Teaching practice: The 10-minute presentations on teaching-related designs, development or
experience from EATAW2019 can be written up in order to share them with JoAW readers. These
should be below 3,000 words and appropriately referenced, with an emphasis on sharing practice
with audiences beyond the conference’s context.
Posters: Posters from EATATW2019 providing visual presentations on specific topics, small-scale
projects, or research work still in progress may be submitted as PDF files. All poster submissions
should be accompanied by an explanatory text of c. 500 words to provide background as well as
follow-up from the conference.
Dialogues: JoAW publishes dialogue pieces and invites responses. If you are interested in initiating a
dialogue or pursuing a hot button from the conference, please submit:
•
•
•

a short abstract (max 50 words);
a focused, limited bibliography, to draw out the context;
a brief manuscript (maximum 750 words).

Edited collection: Academic Writing at Intersections in Europe
This edited collection will be the first book-length publication produced in connection with the
biennial EATAW conference. Edited by Magnus Gustafsson and Andreas Eriksson (Chalmers
University of Technology, Sweden), Academic Writing at Intersections in Europe will be featured as
part of the WAC Clearinghouse ‘International Exchanges on the Study of Writing Series’ (Series
Editors Terry Myers Zawacki, Joan Mullin, and Magnus Gustafsson). The collection, thus, offers a
possibility of reaching a potentially larger and wider readership for issues that concern the EATAWcommunity.
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The book will serve as a conference collection for longer pieces from the 10th EATAW conference in
2019, and potentially as an account of EATAW’s early steps and its development. The Call for
Chapters will also be distributed via the EATAW listserv. Overview contributions, reflections, and
invited chapters from former EATAW Board members, previous conference organisers, and founding
members may be solicited in addition to chapters arising from the conference. Adding this historical
element to the book may mean dividing it into sections (past, present, future).
The editors are seeking 10-12 book-length chapters of approximately 8,000-10,000 words, which will
be framed by an Introduction and a Closing Reflection. Chapters must be written in English but firstlanguage material may be used in analysis. Chapters may be descriptive pieces, theoreticallyoriented work, or empirical studies. It will be possible to publish findings or suggestions from
Roundtables, Teaching practice sessions, Workshops, Posters, and Symposia. For a full-length chapter
in the collection, it might also be possible to combine conference contributions from more than one
author into one. We do not expect an even distribution across the possible chapter contribution
formats. Instead, we expect to structure the collection based on contributions and provide section
introductions to guide readers throughout the book.

Call for Papers
This is a joint Call for Papers, and submissions will be reviewed by the Editors and JoAW’s review
board through a double blind peer review process. All contributions will be submitted to the JoAW
system, and authors will have the possibility to indicate which of the publications they consider their
contribution is appropriate for, as ‘Comments for the Editor’ available during the submission process.
Editors may suggest moving contributions between the two publications.
There will be a two-step submission process:
1. For all submission types, the first step is to submit an abstract (between 400-600 words)
outlining your proposed contribution. The closing date for abstract submissions is September
30th 2019. The abstract submissions will be used for screening and, where relevant, for
distributing contributions between the two publications.
2. If your abstract is accepted, the submission deadline for full manuscripts for consideration
and peer review is January 31st 2020.
The submission platform in JoAW contains additional information about the submission processes for
the two publications including JoAW guidelines and criteria specific for the edited collection:
https://publications.coventry.ac.uk/index.php/joaw/about/submissions#authorGuidelines.
The CFP information and links to the submission page as well as criteria are available on the
EATAW2019 web. We will also post updates of the process there:
https://2019.eataw.eu/post-eataw2019-publications/
We look forward to receiving your submissions!
Any questions, please contact us

For JoAW platform-related questions
George Ttoouli
ac4428@coventry.ac.uk
Lisa Ganobcsik-Williams
l.g-williams@coventry.ac.uk

For CFP-related questions
Andreas Eriksson andreas.eriksson@chalmers.se
Magnus Gustafsson
magusta@chalmers.se
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